
ADDENDUM TO RFP #21203 Wildfire Recovery and Resilience Account (WRRA), revised 
documents 

 
Request for Proposals: ADDENDUM No. 1— Wildfire Recovery and Resilience Account 

(WRRA)  

Date: June 7, 2022  

To All Potential Bidders:  

This addendum is issued to modify the previously issued bid documents and/or given for 

informational purposes, and is hereby made a part of the bid documents. Please attach this 

addendum to the documents in your possession.  

Frequently Asked Questions:  

Questions: 

1)     How many WRRA survivor applications are currently pending?   

Answer: 50 pending applications 

 

2)     Is there an estimate of the total dollar amount that has been requested by applicants?  

Answer: No estimate at this time as they applications are still under review for eligibility.  

 

3)     Are those applications being processed, or are they on hold until this grant process is 

complete? If they are being processed, how many have been funded?  

Answer: They are being processed based on one time requests. None have been funded to 

date.  

 

4)     What percentage of the pending applications are currently in shelter?  

Answer: Approximately more than half of pending applications are in shelter. 

 

5)     What percentage of the pending applications are asking for funding towards 

rebuilding?  

Answer: Rebuilding was not an allowable expense at the time of the initial WRRA roll out. 

Therefore the current applications do not have rebuild requests, although that can 

change since rebuild is not an allowable expense.   

 

6)     How much of the initial 15% admin fee has been used by Lane County, and what is left 

to be utilized by the agency awarded to sustain this program moving forward?  

Answer: Up to $242,858 is available for administration 

 

 

 

 

   

 



7)     Can these funds be used to pay back funds spent on rebuild after a WRRA application 

was submitted to the County by the survivor?  

Answer: The applicant can request additional funds if the applicant is determined eligible 

and the request is under the allowable expenses.  

 

8)     According to the WRRA 2.0 there are guidelines for eligible award 

thresholds.  “Damaged Housing Reconstruction, Installation, and Incentives- OHCS will 

provide sub recipients with program award guidelines to be used to calculate an eligible 

award that accounts for individual participant need, status of recovery, and location” Can 

you provide us with those guidelines? 

Answer: The guidelines will be shared when made available by OHCS.  

 


